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Faculty Senate meets

Tenure talks heat up
solve its problems on its own or
the Board of Trustees will become more involved in internal
Things are heating up at the affairs - an idea not pleasing to
faculty.
University, and not because of
Neal said the senate's meeting
the temperature.
Friction is building between was successful to an extent.
"I think there was quite a bit
the administration and Univer-,
sity professors, according to accomplished because a lot of
Patricia Remmington, profes- things were brought into the
sor of ethnic studies. It has in- open that had not been discussed
creased so much lately that a before," Neal said. He said
special on-call Faculty Senate there is a committee working on
recommendations presented at
meeting was held last week.
Faculty members heard from the meeting.
the University president, the
OLSCAMP SPOKE of changes
Faculty Personnel and Conciliation Committee and one another he would like to see at the University.
at the meeting.
He said he is interested in
Those in attendance heard two
proposals from University Pres- making policy changes that will
ident Paul Olscamp, but neither benefit the University - specifwere approved.
ically the two-week period from
Arthur Neal, chairman of the the time the vice president for
Faculty Senate, set up ground Academic Affairs reviews a tenrules which prohibited speakers ure case until that decision is
from mentioning specific names made.
There are too many salary
of cases.
He said the faculty should and adjustment claims reaching
by Benjamin Marrison
staff reporter

the Academic Affairs office, Olscamp said. "We don't like being
in the business of settling salary
inequity claims."
Eloise Clark, vice president
for Academic Affairs, agreed
salary problems should not be
dealt with so often by her office.
Janis Pallister, professor of
romance languages, said the
salary recommendations made
by the FPCC have been grossly
modified downward by the administration.
Clark decides tenure appeals.
She said she does not use transcripts from public hearings to
determine tenure, but then said
she "uses all means available"
in determining it.
OLSCAMP SAID he believes
teaching and research are most
important in earning tenure. "If
we believe research and teaching are more important for the
earning of tenure, we should say
that, and we do not so say that at
the present time," he said.
• See Tenure, page 5.

Edison gives mixed news
rates, while the increase would
affect only service provided by
Edison at retail rates.
Wright said there would be a
6.5 percent increase in wholesale rates in June 1965, following
an earlier 6.5 percent increase in
October.

by Don Lee
staff reporter

Bowling Green residents will
not benefit from Toledo Edison's
planned rate decrease in January - but neither will they have
to pay an 8.5 percent rate increase planned for next month.

The rate request will be filed
with the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio early next
month, said Richard Wilkins,
Edison news media coordinator.

I.yle Wright, executive director of public utilities, said Bowling Green buys electricity from
Toledo Edison at wholesale

Wright said wholesale rate
increases must be requested
through the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission.
Wilkins said the company
asked for the increase to offset
inflation, what it termed "inadequate" rate increases in the past
and financing of several projects in which Edison is involved
- Including the Perry nuclear
power plant east of Cleveland, of
which Edison owns about 20
percent.

BG News/Susan Crow

Nice weather!

Tim Cothrel (right), graduate student in political science, and Danny Nitechl, third grader at Kenwood
Elementary, tried to fly their "UFO" kite in yesterday's unseasonably warm temperatures, but had little
success."This is going to be the last chance to play outside, unless you want to make a snowman," Cothrel said.

Drastic income tax changes possible
WASHINGTON (AP) President Reagan got his first
look yesterday at the tax simplification plan he ordered,
but a spokesman said he was
not expected to make any
q: Jck decisions on what could
be the most drastic overhaul
of the federal income tax system in its 71-year history.
Reagan and his top economic advisers were briefed
Si Treasury Secretary Dond Regan on the 10-month
tax study. The treasury sec-

retary is to review various
options and recommendations for his fellow Cabinet
members today before he
makes them public.
Regan has said he favors a
modified "flat tax" system to
replace the current tax code,
which the president has
called "unfair, inequitable,
counterproductive and all but
incomprehensible."
A modified flat tax system
generally would put individual taxpayers into lower tax

brackets but would remove
some popular deductions and
credits. This means taxpayers would end up owing the
government about the same,
or paying higher taxes in
some cases.
ONE OF THE president's
principal goals is to make the
annual chore of filing tax
returns easier for taxpayers.
Another goal is to eliminate
some inequities and make it
possible for the government

to collect revenues from people who pay little or no tax on
an estimated $100 billion that
circulates in what is called
the "underground economy."
Reagan insisted throughout
his re-election campaign this
fall that the rewrite of the tax
laws would not be used to
raise people's taxes.
Treasury Department officials said the Regan study,
which the president ordered
last January, was completed
over the weekend. The presi-

dent is expected to outline his
final plan in the State of the
Union address early next
year.
While the administration
has refused to disclose specifics of the plan, which the
White House stresses is tentative, Treasury Department
officials have discussed the
tax issues with various interest groups. Interviews with
lobbyists, who spoke on condition they not be identified,
have provided some details.

Job routine but fulfilling, patrolman says
by April McCJellan
staff reporter

Although it involves a great
deal of routine work, Public
Safety Patrolman Terry Joseph
says his job is the most fulfilling
one he's ever had.
Patrolmen working the day
shift report into the dispatch
unit first thing in the morning,
Joseph said. They then check
paper work to find out additional
duties for the day.
Many patrolmen do small follow-ups on bike thefts and coupon thefts by contacting people
to find out additional information.
"After receiving assignments
for the day from the supervisor,
and if there are no calls right
away, we do patrols," Joseph
said.
When patroling, officers cover
the entire campus, not Just certain areas.
"We try in the morning to
check the campus out to see if
well spot something that went
unseen during the night shift,"
Joseph said.''Most ofthe Job is
trying to spot crime while it's
happening, which is rare. But if
someone sees us in the area, we
hope our presence will deter

them from committing a
crime."
DURING A normal shift, Public Safety has two vehicles patroling and one officer walking
the campus.
University police and Bowling
Green police nave a good working relationship, according to
Joseph.
"We have a good rapport with
city police. We don't really work
in a daily basis, (but) on occasion we offer back-up assistance
to them," he said.
"And if we get in a spot, they
are usually close by."
Joseph said University police
are sworn in as city police auxiliary, which gives them jurisdiction in city police matters.
Joseph began work with Public Safety in March 1963. Before
that, he worked at Medical College of Ohio in Toledo for 18
months, the Toledo Medical
Health Center for a year and in
the Air Force as a security policeman.
He said his job with the University is more fulfilling than
anyprevious job.
"The University is the best of
them all," he said. "I like working with smaller departments
because you get to know your co-

workers and you get to work
with everyone, including supervisors.

"Small towns and campuses
have a more personal
relationship with the commu-

nity, which makes it a lot easier
working relationship with the
community."
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Patrol man Terry Joseph
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Big plans
unveiled
in Toledo
TOLEDO (AP) - Development
officials are elated by announcements of industrial projects that
could bring more than $500 million to Toledo, but caution that
the proposals aren't a sure solution to the region's economic
woes.
More than 20 projects - including renovating a historic distinct
and converting an old, downtown building into a world trade
center and hotel - have been
unveiled since mid-September.
City officials and local builders say if all the projects are
built, the Toledo area would see
about $500 million in new money
- but that doesn't make it a
boom town.
"We're noticing a much more
vibrant economy, but I'm not
naive enough to say that everything is roses," says J. Michael
Porter, executive director of the
Toledo Area Chamber of Commerce.
Porter said Toledo still has
problems attracting industries
that create a lot of jobs. Proposed developments here involve office and commercial
enterprises, which traditionally
provide fewer jobs and lower
wages than manufacturing.
"ITS QUITE possible that
many of the new jobs in the socalled service industry wont be
the same types that were lost in
the auto and parts industries.
They certainly won't pay as
well," said Paul Kozlowski, an
associate professor of marketing at the University of Toledo
who charts local economic
trends.
"You may get some employment growtii with all the new
projects, but that doesn't mean
you'll see much growth in personal income. That's still a problem."
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U.S.-Iraq talks:
a positive move
Finally, after a 17-year break in negotiations
between the United States and Iraq, the two
countries resumed relations yesterday.
The efforts toward negotiations should help
strengthen our Middle East position. Such talks
have been necessary for a number of years.
In resuming relations with Iraq, we as a nation do
not have to condone or support policies enforced by
the Iraqi government.
In fact, just two years ago, our government
opposed Iraqi policies because of the country's
support of terrorism. To support all its policies now
could be dangerous in light of the constant struggles between Iraq and neighboring Iran.
In seeking negotiations, we are being careful to
preserve our neutrality in Iraq/Iran conflicts. This
is a necessity if we are to remain friendly with
Israel, a country we supported when relations
between the United States and Iraq broke in 1967.
Preserving our neutrality is also important if
legitimate negotiations between the United States
and Iran are ever to exist again.
In fact, United States officials say they would be
willing to resume talks with Iran if that government also would denounce its approval of international terrorism and seek methods of negotiation to
settle the war.
By resuming talks with Iraq, our government is
opening channels to the.Middle East that are
beneficial to the United States. The negotiations
will help strengthen our position in the Middle East,
thereby increasing our influences there.

Has anyone heard
of a pig collector?
by Hugh A. Mulligan
Two piteous pleas for delivery from the sterile urban pavement to greener pastures echoed
last week through the literary
world.
Where's the beef?
Where's the pork?
It is difficult to determine
what primitive urge has caused
these stirrings in the lowing
herd of authors at this point in
time, as the pundits say.
The cries for help were
sounded in separate letters in
last Sunday's New York Times
Book Review under the heading
"Author's Query."
The first was from Marsha
Weiner, an author living on
Manhattan's East Side:
"For a book on how pigs and
hogs have been depicted in literature and print advertising, I
would appreciate hearing from
anyone who knows of collectors
or collections."
Across town on Central Park
West, author Emily Gwathmey
asked:
"For a book about cows, I
would appreciate hearing from
anyone who has photographs,
paintings, recollections or references.'
Most of us begin our literary
life by learning about this little
piggie who went to market, then
graduate to Walt Disney's
"Three Little Pigs" and E.B.
White's "Charlotte's Web," although that bovine astronaut
jumping over the moon fits in
there someplace. Charles
Lamb's "DissertaUon on a
Roast Pig" still looms as one of
the more palatable pieces inflicted on our resisting minds in

high school. For many of us,
political consciousness began
with George Orwell's totalitarian pigs in "Animal Farm."
Memory fails me on what part
cows played in that barnyard
allegory.
Pigs, however, have never
lost their mythical charm.
Will Rogers starred in a delightful movie about a pet pig
named "Blue Boy" winning a
blue ribbon at the Iowa State
Fair, and the jowly old boar
served- Richard Rodgers and
Oscar Hammerstein well in the
remake of "State Fair," their
first movie musical.
I can put author Weiner in
touch with a dedicated pig collector and connoisseur. Drake
Mabry, an erudite editor on the
Des Moines Register Tribune in
Iowa, is to pigs what paleoanthropologists Louis, Mary and
Richard Leakey are to fossils
and digs, a passionate prober
and curator of matters porcine
and swinish. For nearly a decade now, the sty stalking Mabry has delivered learned bulls
complete with slides to conventions of newspaper executives
who wouldn't know a boar bristle from a sow's ear.
Rumor from the Midwest
grass roots has it that Mabry is
rooting about for a title to his
autobiography among such
truffles as, ''The Prince and the
Porker," "Swine's Way" and
"Sows Specific."
I regret to inform author
Gwathmey that I do not know a
single cow collector.
Hugh A. Mulligan is a special
correspondent For the AssociatedPress.
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Nuclear winter theory expands

A year after The Day After
EDITOR'S NOTE: A year ago,
the nation's television sets
glowed with a horrifying vision
of nuclear war — ABC's "The
Day After." Among the critics of
the show were some scientists
who said it was too optimistic —
that survivors of nuclear blasts
would perish in a dark, deadly
winter. Later studies of the theory were even more pessimistic.
This report looks at bow the
controversy has evolved in a
year, and the research which
lies ahead.
by Fred Bayles
It is a grim vision: a frozen,
sunless world where no food can
be grown and drinking water
must be thawed. Now, some
studying this nightmare theory
of "nuclear winter" say the aftermath of a nuclear war may
be worse than first imagined.
While the theories are controversial and unproven, some scientists have argued that nuclear
war would leave the world in a
shroud of smoke and soot, bringing on a long, killing winter.
Additional research now envisions a worse scenario: an
empty arctic wasteland where
man is an endangered species.
"We have become aware of
other things that would expand
the effects," says astronomer
Carl Sagan, one of the first scientists to suggest the possibility
of nuclear winter. "If you put
these ail together, there is a
chance of its effects lasting five
years.
"We were originally talking
about six months to a year. Six
months to a year would cause
massive extinctions of many
species."
Everyone studying the issue,
however, agrees that years ot
research lie ahead before the
theory is proven - as Sagan
hopes - or discarded. Scientists
employed by U.S. government
agencies are proposing a fiveyear study.
Last fall, Sagan was among a
group of scientists who released
a study theorizing what would
happen in the wake of nuclear
war. The report was called
TTAPS, a wry acronym for its
authors, Richard Turco, O.

Brian Toon, Thomas Ackerman,
James Pollack and Sagan.
Using computer projections,
they estimated that fires from
target ciUes would pump soot,
smoke and ash high into the
atmosphere. The encompassing
darkness would blot out the sun,
plunging the northern hemisphere into subfreezing darkness for weeks, even months.
Crops would die; water would
freeze. Those who had lived
through the nuclear horror
wouldface a long, starving winter.
, ,
"The study originally said six
months of very bad weather
would kill a lot of stuff and it
would take a year or two for the
system to get better," says
Toon, an atmospheric scientist
at NASA's Ames Research Center in Mountain View. Calif.
Edward Teller, the noted
Ehysicist who helped develop the
ydrogen bomb, ridicules the
study for overestimating the
amount of smoke.
Teller says other research indicates much of the smoke and
soot would be immediately
"rained out" by moisture in the
air. He says other work suggests
there would be only moderate
temperature changes.
"The trouble is they are making extreme assumptions," he
says. "There is nothing wrong
with the calculations. There is
everything wrong with the assumptions."
Now, other scientists suggest
the TTAPS study may have been
too optimistic. Scattered research indicates the nuclear
winter could last years Instead
of months and spread to the
southern hemisphere, affecting
areas of the glooe far from the
combatants in any nuclear exchange.
The TTAPS study theorizes
that nuclear attacks would turn
cities into smoky pyres, sending
tremendous plumes of smoke
and soot more than five miles
high. That happened, on a
smaller scale, when the Indonesian volcano Tambora erupted
in 1816. Scientists say that was a
year without summer, a time
when North America and Europe saw snow fall in July.
The TTAPS study estimated

nuclear winter would end as
moisture in the air gradually
scrubbed the skies clean.
But William Cotton, a professor of atmospheric science at
Colorado State University, says
the smoke clouds could rise
above the cleansing weather.
Bob Haberle, another Ames
researcher, used a computer
program that duplicates the patterns of dust storms on Mars,
and he asked the computer what
would happen if a nuclear exchange released 250 megatons of
smoke - a figure based on prior
projections.
The answer was disturbing.
The dark smoke would soak up
sunlight, heating and rising into
the stratosphere where winds
would carry it into the southern
hemisphere.
"We are concerned about this
because it means not only will
there be a direct effect, lowering
the temperature, but it would
last longer," Haberle says. "It
makes it worse."
Sagan and other scientists
agree government-supported research is needed, and prelimi-

nary steps have been made in
that direction:
The National Academy of Sciences will release a report next
month that reviews past research. A committee of scientists from various federal
agencies is finishing a proposal
for a five-year research program that could cost as much as
$50 million.
Government researchers at
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in Livermore,
Calif., have spent $1 million examining the issue.
Awful as the theory is, Sagan
is hopeful that it can be proven
true. If it is, he says, it would
destroy the concept of limited
nuclear war.
"If we all accept this theory,
we all agree that there is a
ridiculously large amount of nuclear warheads," he says. "If
the net result of nuclear winter
was a net reduction in nuclear
arsenal, it would have a silver
lining to it."
Fred Bayles is a writer for the
Associated Press.

ANOTHER REAGAN OME-LINER

China depiction inaccurate
The following is a column submitted by four visiting faculty
members from the Foreign Languages Institute in Xi'an China.
Since we have recently read
two articles on China ("Olscamp back from China" and
"Olscamp discovers Chinese
culture,' November 6,1984), we
feel the need to clarify some
points.
Olscamp was quoted as having said that "China is incredibly poor" and that almost all
the things Americans take for
granted are not available in
China - especially cars and television. Although we agree that
China is poor and backward in
some respects, we don't think
that the above information is
correct. T.V. is very common in
China, for nearly every Chinese
family has one - at least a blackand-white one. Regarding cars,
China's policy is different from
the U.S. policy. As we understand it, since China is fully
aware of the problems caused
by cars in other countries, expecially pollution in big cities, and
is also aware of its large popula-

K5 CHa'lRNaNOF
me Soiare FoRe'.GN
ReiariDNS coHMiTTee,
i WOULD iMneD'iaTew
WiTHORaW IfcCOGNiTfcN
OF

Tvjose coMMies
iN CHiNa-

tion, it has been encouraging
people to have bicycles instead
of cars: besides, .China emphasized the development of
mass transportation. This polciy
does not mean that individuals
cannot own cars or that they are
not available to them; in fact,
some people, expecially those
living in rural or mountainous
areas, buy their own cars.
We are afraid that the articles
may leave some readers with
the impression that the Chinese
people - in particular, the farmers - are cruel, irrational and
irresponsible about their future
because their solution to the
overpopulation problem "has
been killing female infants" so
that families can produce males
to work in their fields and therefore, not violate Chinese laws
regulating population. It is true
that there have been cases of the
killing of female infants in recent years. But such killings are
very rare because one law enforces the protection of female
infants; furthermore, Chinese
people are rational - as rational
as any other people in the world.
We recall that the U.N. spon-
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sored national population census
in 1962 convincingly showed a
fair balance of both females and
males even though the family
control policy (i.e., the limitation of one child per family) had
been in effect for over seven
years. The Chinese people know
that there will not only be boys
working in rural areas in ten or
twenty years.
We also have the impression
that only Chinese universities
will benefit through the exchange programs with BGSU;
on the contrary, not only will
these universities but also BGSU
will share understanding about
their respective cultures. One of
the American professors at
BGSU said that her one-year
stay in China not only helped her
understand China better but also
her own country better. When
some Chinese in our country
have asked us why the rich
Americn people eat potatoes every day, we understand why
they could raise such a question,
for they had no idea about life in
the United States. Furthermore,
we ourselves should not conVlfcLL ..ft*--

pe
Trie ftft'lS OF YOl/R

WHAT WOULD

FoRe'iGN

POLICY,
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T

clude that Americas are poor
because we know that one of our
American neighbors in Bowling
Green apparently has only about
$100 per month to support herself. Neither should we conclude
that Americans are always being robbed or having their lives
endangered when we read in the
BG News that four girls were
attacked on the road. To understand a different culture is not
making categorical statements
or hasty generalizations. Since
we have been here only somewhat over two months now, we
know that we have a long way to
go in learning about the American people and their culture. As
a "living library" of Chinese
culture, we appreciate having
opportunities to share our understanding with the American
people so that we can understand both countries better than
we do now.
Liu Jl, Yu Li Hua, Liu Gaoke
and Wang Minmin, the authors
of this commentary, are graduate assistants in the Department of English.
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Question is answered bv mail

Student gets White House letter
Bea Oates, sophomore social work major, got a surprise in the mail over
Thanksgiving break. Along
with all the Christmas advertising sent to her home, she
found a letter addressed to
her from the White House.
"I was excited, but I had
hoped that it would arrive
before the elections," Oates
said.
She was among 14 people
selected to ask President
Reagan a question during his
campaign visit here in September. According to Wayne
Colvin. director of Greek
Life, because all the ques-

tions were not answered at
the rally, the president requested the questions be
given to him so he could reply
at a later date.
Oates is the first person to
bring her letter to the attention of the News.
Colvin said there were
about five people who didn't
get their questions answered
and those five questions were
mailed to the president.

the way I thought, but I was
hoping that there would be
additional information,"
Oates said.
The letter assured Oates
that federal student assistance programs do not discriminate against students
because of age. Aid eligibility
is based on relative financial
need, he said. Reagan noted
the continuation of his policy
of providing assistance based
on need is included in the
single largest program - the
Guaranteed Student Loan
program.
Besides the programs administered by the Depart-

OATES' QUESTION concerned funding for non-traditional students under the
Reagan administration.
"He answered the question

ment of Education based on
need, there also is the PLUS
loan program. This program
is another source of loans for
independent students and
parents of dependent students
with no regard for financial
need.
Another important note in
the letter involved the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, which will be
considered in the next Congress. This is an opportunity
to review appropriate
changes to programs supporting students at post-secondary institutions.

Spring scheduling on Dec. 3 and 4
Spring registration for those
students who attend night
classes, which start after 5 p.m.,
will be held Dec. 3 and 4 at the
University.
Undergraduate and graduate
student registration will be 6 to
7:30 p.m., Dec. 3 and 6 to7 p.m.,

Dec. 4 in the Grand Ballroom of
the University Union.
According to Joan Bissland,
director of the University's evening credit program, evening
students can register for
classes, pay fees and pick up
parking permits at this time.

She said college advisers and
finacial aid advisers will be
available to help students
choose courses and learn about
financial aid beginning at 5:30
p.m. both evenings.
More information and a list of
course offerings can be obtained

from the Continuing Education
Office on the third floor of McFall
Center or by calling 372-0181.
The office is open 8 a.m. to 6
p.m. Monday through Thursday
and 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Fridays.
Spring semester classes begin
Jan. 14 and end May 10.

The world is waiting. Be an exchange student.
MICRO COMPUTER
SOFTWARE, HARDWARE & SUPPLIES AT
REASONABLE PRICES (call or write!)
APPLIED TECHNETRONICS™
P.O. BOX 146
CYGNET. OH 43413

1-419-655-2253
6 pm-10 pm Mon-Fii
10 am-5 pm Sat
ILocal Call Iroai BGI

Nov. & Dec. Specials

S

CUP 4 SAVE

by Teresa Perrettl
staff reporter

The importance of ethnic studies for higher education will be
one of the topics discussed at a
day-long conference Thursday
titled '^Ethnic Studies: Crossroads to the 21st Century."
The conference, to be held in
the Town Room of the University Union, will begin at 9:30
a.m. with welcoming remarks
by Eloise Clark, vice president
for Academic Affairs; Robert
Perry, chairman of the Ethnic
Studies Department; and Kendall Baker, dean of the College
of Arts ana Sciences.
According to Ernest Champion, assistant chairman of the
Ethnic Studies Department, the
conference's theme is important.
"We really believe that we
need to look to the end of the
century," he said. "Multicultural education is going to play an
important role.
Champion believes the conference will shed light on the subject and the importance of
ethnic studies to the University
and the world.
"America is a nation of nations," he said. "A new wave of
immigrants are coming and
they are not from Europe. We
need to prepare our students for
the changes that are coming."

PRESIDENT Olscamp's Role
and Mission statement says the
University is committed to multicultural studies.
"Our students should be encouraged to look at the diversity
of the world. In many ways,
ethnic studies is an ideal key to
international understanding,"
Champion said. "If we can understand this type of society, it
will be that much easier for us to
understand the world outside."
Champion said he thinks "we
need to take a good hard look at
how ethnic studies will survive
at the end of the century" and
this conference and its discussions will provide that to
those attending.
Mary Frances Berry, a civil
rights activist recently arrested
at the South African Embassy in
Washington, D.C., for participating In a sit-in against the
apartheid government, is the
keynote speaker for the day's
events.
Berry, professor of history
and law at Howard University
and former U.S. assistant secretary of education in the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, will speak at 8 p.m. in
the Grand Ballroom. She is a
member of the U.S. commission
on Civil Rights.
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thanks
his committee,
contributors and
voters for their
support.
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All Systems
Go!
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i multi-media slum
25 years of America in Spat e
Tuesday Nov. 27. 8 p.m.
Friday Nov. 30. 8 p.m.

Sunday Dec. 2. 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday Dec. 4. 8 p.m.

A CONFERENCE ON:
Ethnic Studies: Crossroads to the Twenty-first Century
Date: Thursday 29th November 1984

SI suggested

Paid political advertisement by James W. Witte for Recorder Committee. Hayden Crabtree, Chairman. 1722
Spruce Dr.. Bowling Green. OH 43402.
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Place: Towne Room Universtiy Union
Speakers:
Dr. Mary Frances Berry, Keynote Speaker
A member of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
Dr. Ronald Takaki, Professor, University of California at Berkeley
Dr. Vernon Lattin, Associate Vice President, Wisconsin University Systems
Information:
The conference will address Bowling Green State University's commitment to "...recognize the multicultural dimensions and Ethnic pluralism
within and adjacent to our national boundaries..." and "to create an
environment which will uphold, promote, and instill multicultural values in
students, faculty, and staff as defined in the Role and Mission
Statement of Bowling Green State University.

Session I:
9:30 a.m.

10:00 a.m.

11:15 a.m.

Welcome Dr. Robert L. Perry
Opening Remarks Dr. Betsy Clark, Vice President of
Academic Affairs
Dr. Kendall Baker Dean, College of Arts
and Sciences
Dr. Vernon Lattin, Vice President of Academic Affairs,
Wisconsin University Systems
The Importance of Ethnic Studies for Higher Education
Panel: The Function of Ethnic Studies as a Vehicle to
Promote and Instill Multicultural Values in Students, Faculty, and Staff.

Session II:
1:30 p.m.

Dr. Ronald Takaki, Professor of Ethnic Studies, University of California at Berkeley
A Minority Scholar in the Eighties: A Multicultural View of
Social Reality
2:30 p.m. Panel: How Will Ethnic Studies Survive the End of the
Twentieth Century?
8:00 p.m. Keynote Address by Dr. Mary Frances Berry, U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights. "Ethnic Studies: Crossroads to the Twenty-first Century"
Place: Grand Ballroom, University Union
FREE AND OPEN TO THE f'lBLIC ~

B.G.S.U.
B.G.S.U.
B.G.S.U.
B.G.S.U.
B.G.S.U.
B.G.S.U.
B.G.S.U.

Sweatshirts
Ornaments
Stationery
Backpacks
Shirts
Sweatpants
Glassware

University Bookstore
Student Services Building
Hours
Mon. - Fri. 8:00-5:00
Sat. 9:00 - 4:00
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rDateline
Tuesday, Nov. 27
Career Search Seminar The BA 203 class is sponsorins a Career Search Seminar
8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. in the
Alumni, Capital and Town
rooms of the University
Union. Professionals and
qualified business people will
speak on how to plan for a
career in their fields.
IABC - The International
Association of Business Communicators (IABC) will be
meeting at 8 p.m. in 114 Education Building. A guest
speaker is planned. Open to
Nutrition Consulting - The
Student Wellness Center is
sponsoring a free nutrition
consulting service noon to 2
p.m. in 220 Student Health
Center. Free and open to all.
Lecture - Dr. V. Jerone
Stephens will speak on his
recent visit to Nicaragua and
his views on U.S. military
intervention. The lecture is at
7:30 p.m. in the Ohio Suite of
the Union. Free and open to
all.
Dateline, a daily service of
the News, lists dates and
times of campus events. Submissions by all organizations
are welcome and must be
turned in typed and doublespaced one week prior to the
event.

Prof writes TV script on glass boom
by Cathy Cole
reporter

ing what happened to the workers after they left Bowling
Green.

A University professor is
working on a script for a television documentary on the
area's tum-of-the-century glass
boom.
Joseph Arpad, professor of
English, has already written a
television documentary on the
oil and gas boom in Ohio and
said gas and glass are strongly
related.
Because gas was thought to be
inexhaustible, Arpad said towns
used incentives such as free gas
to attract businesses at the turn
of the century. Glass factories,
which require great amounts of
fuel, moved into the area with
Bowling Green attracting five;
Fostoria, 12; Findlay, 17; and
North Baltimore, three or four.
Many of the large houses in
Bowling Green are remnants of
a time when Wood County was
full of gushing oil and gas wells,
according to Arpad.
When the gas supply started to
dwindle, Arpad said the glass
companies moved to Indiana.
He is tracing the migration,
which originated in Pittsburgh
and the Ohio Valley, and explor-

ARPAD RECEIVED funding
for the script from the Ohio
Humanities Council. He said the
script is due Dec. 1, when it will
be sent to Columbus. If ap{roved, Arpad will receive addiional funding to produce the
show as a television documentary.
He said he will produce the
program with WBGU-TV and
Channel 57. and hopes to complete it in the spring.
Arpad has traveled to New
York, West Virginia and around
Ohio in his work on the script.
He has blown window glass,
engraved glass, worked with a
glass cutter and met glass artists.
If the script is approved, he
will retrace nis steps and film
artisans at work. He said he
wants to replicate all the old
methods.
"When writing a script, you
get a sense of visuals," he said.
"a sense of what you can do and
can't do."
Arpad is on leave from teaching at the University but is applying his folklore background

[*******************************-

in studying the glass boom and
artists.
He said it is easy to find the
artwork, in museums and other
places, but not easy to find the
artists and traditions.
HE SAD) the piece of art is
folkart; the tradition of how the
art was made, knowledge
passed on through the generalions, is folklore.
Arpad said the glass boom
was instrumental in shaping the
look of Bowling Green. Besides
large houses, most student
apartments south of town were
built for glass workers and
called "citizens' additions."
Attitudes toward Bowling
Green at the turn of the century
were similar to those of today,
Arpad said.
In 1888, Frank Ball of the Ball
Brothers, who make Mason jars,
came to Bowling Green to see if
it was suitable for opening a
factory. But he settlecf in Muncie, Ind., instead.
"He said in his letters he was
so bored because nothing was
happening," Arpad said. "He
took the first available train out
to Muncie."

ClASSIPIEDS

One Urge One Item Pizza
Photo courtesy of Libbey Glass Co.

Glass capital
352-3551

FREE DELIVERY

Dec. 1-7

featuring:
♦Multi-Media First Aid*
Saturday, Dec. 1
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Capital Room, Union
$15 - sign up in UAO office
Course covers practical
medical knowledge
certifications awarded

Film Clips and Lecture
by Larry Linville
*M*A*S*H Major Burns*
Monday, Dec. 3
8:00 p.m.
Kobacker Hall
$1.00

Original M*A*S*H Movie
Wednesday, Dec. 5
8:00 p.m.
Main Auditorium
Free

Photos of artists hand-working blown glassware at the Libbey Glass Co.
in Toledo are from the period of 1685-1920 and are part of the
script Joseph Arpad. professor of English, is writing for Channel 57
i entitled "Glass, Artist and Workers 1885-1920."
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CL ASSF.S FORMING
NOW AT

I
THE PERFECT COMBINATION FOR
CHRISTMAS BREAK
January 5-13
•275
Ski trip includes:

-H'

|i/> j» v
MWAI

536-3701

Need Help
With Typing?
Call or Stop By

* < * * • * • i • i *. > 1111

Round trip transportation
Four out of five daylift ticket
Lodging at Timber Run Condos
Parties

Secraunal-ftlMUngs RMetrch Strvicos

SIGN UP TODAY! $100 deposit is due upon signing up - call 372-2343 for
more information.

Winter is here!

Trip to Tony Packo's Cafe
♦Toledo, Ohio*
Thursday, Dec. 6
Vans leave at 5:45 p.m.
$2.00/person
Sign up in UAO office

408 Louisiana Ave.
• Suite One •
Ferrysburg. OH 43551
Phone 874-3831

Get your
cold weather
gear now,
while
selection
is good!
EARMUFFS
BERETS
CLOCHES
SCARVES
MITTENS
GLOVES

♦TRIVIA CONTEST*

Questions can be picked up at the UAO
office beginning Monday, Dec. 3 or at
the original M*A*S*H movie. Answers
are due in UAO office at 5:00 p.m.,
Wednesday, Dec. 5 or at the movie, Dec.
5.
Prizes awarded

CALL UAO AT 372-2343
FOR MORE INFORMATION

STANLEY H.KAPLAN

Great
Christmas
Gifts!

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge

Models Pam Mazey
and Lori Kern
photo by Stava Franc*
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2nd Preview Day to be Saturday
High school students will be
S'ven the second opportunity
is year to get acquainted with
campus life through the University's Preview Day Saturday,
according to Thomas Glick. executive associate director of Admissions.
This is the first time the University has held two Preview
Days for high school students,
Glick said.
The added date is due to the
overwhelming number of students and parents attending the

Tenure

program and because of students delaying decisions on
which college to attend, he said.
"We are finding that high
school students are deciding
later and later into their senior
year where they want to go," he
said.
The second date did not reduce the number of individuals
attending the first Preview Day
Oct. 20, over 2,000 students and
parents attended, Glick said.
The December date was
added with the belief that it

spread individuals attending between both dates, he said.
Preview Day is one of several
ways the admissions office recruits students, Glick said.
Other recruiting techniques include high school visitations and
college days.
LAST YEAR the admissions
office accepted students from 1,288 high schools. The University
visited 496 of those schools during recruitment, Glick said.
For next year, the admissions
office is aiming for a freshman

class of 3,200 students. Glick
said. The University will admit
5,000 students to reach its goal
and some students will decide
not to attend the University after being accepted.
There is no estimate on how
many will attend the second
Preview Day because participants are not required to register in advance, Glick said.
"There will be over 200 faculty
and students who will volunteer
their time to be part of the
program," he said.

230 attend Stautzenberger

(Continued from page 1)
Remmington, who has been
denied tenure, said the focus
of the meeting was to discuss
how the University is run
under the current administration.
"Olscamp is getting away
with taking faculty matters
out of faculty hands," Remmington said, adding, "The
control is totally in the hands
of the administration."
Remmington charged,
"Olscamp is like Hitler. As
Hitler marched, the people
sat around and watched. Olscamp is marching through
BGSU and controlling the
University."
Olscamp would not comment on the statement.
REMMINGTON SAID she
thought the meeting was discouraging. "The grievance
procedure at the University is
falling apart and things are
slowly heating up," she said.
PaUister said professors
who appeal a tenure decision
are not getting justice and the
appeal process is unfair to
them.
"We are concerned with the
frequency that our recommendations have been overturned or vetoed," PaUister
said, noting the University's
definition of research is unclear and can cause problems.
Morris Weinberger, chairman of the FPCC. said, "It's
going to be a long time before
we begin operating on good
faith (with the administration) again."
************

BG a two-college town
by Jim Nleman
reporter

Some students may think the
University is the only college in
Bowling Green, but it Isn't.
About 230 students attend the
Wood County branch of Stautzenberger College, 309 S. Main
St.
About 3,000 students are enrolled on Stautzenberger's five
campuses. The other four are
located in Toledo, according to
Connie Teare, director of Stautzenberger.
The Wood County branch,
which opened in the fall of 1981,
offers associate degrees in business administration, aviation
management, real estate, medical assisting and secretarial sciences. Each campus also has
diploma and certificate programs in these and related
areas.
"The certificate program is a
nine-month program designed to
teach a few skills to a person
who has short-term goals,"
Teare said. "The diploma program is a year-long program
which focuses strictly on the
skills needed for the job, as
opposed to the extra classes that
if takes to make up an associate
degree program, such as economics.
ritwWw^whhWnHrfwi

«&. LITTLE OTIS
and the upset^r,
appearing at the

INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL
December 1
10:30 p.m.-2:30 a.m.
NE Commons & Amani
« Sponsored by: WSA, COCO, GSS, LSI). French House,
-C\ Spanish Club, German Club, and Japanese Club.
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Proudly Announces
its Outstanding
Committee Members
of the Month
Administrative
Brenda Wilhelm
Delsa Mason
Campus Films
Cline Siegenthaler
Natalie Stump
Mini-Courses
Krystal Borten

Outdoor Recreation
Joan Ehrhart
Barb Lubinski
PerfQnniOg AllS
Dawn Hefner
Julia Lynn Smith

Karen Long
Dawn Harshbarger
Publicity
Wendy Davy
Beth Gilbert
Public Relations
Vicki Stallard
Anita Darnes
Spotlight Entertainment 1
Jerry Kaizer
Eric Rosenberg

:

I** *********** ************************

Many employers find people
with associate degrees as knowledgable in their areas as some
four-year degree holders. The
major reason is students in twoCr programs take only classes
t relate to their major, Teare
said.

"It's ridiculous to think that a
small, two-year school is going
to take any significant amount
of enrollment away from a fouryear school." Teare said.
'That's not what we're set up to
do."

VERY FEW students at Stautzenberger drop out, she said.

David Hvslop, professor of
business education at the University agrees. "We're serving
two different populations," he
said.

"Most of our students are serious students who want to learn
what they need to know to get a
job, and get out," she said.
About 25 percent of Stautzenberger's students enter directly
out of high school, half are reentering the job market and
about 10 to 15 percent are 50 or
older.
Although Bowling Green is the
home of two institutions of
higher learning, there is no rivalry between Stautzenberger
College and the University.
Teare said. For a long time,
however, she did get the feeling
people were uncomfortable with
a two-year school in town.

Hyslop said he has taken a
class at Stautzenberger. He said
if there was any animosity, he
wasn't aware of it, and there
really should be none.

Recruitment varied
had displays set up to answer
questions of perspective students and their parents.
THE UNIVERSITY also attends National College Fairs.
This attracts students nationally, Shelley said.
international recruitment
is handled through the Office
of Internatonal Programs.
Although Admissions received 8,179 applications,
Shelley said this year's freshman class was whittled down
to 2,990. This is done by plugging the applicant's grade
point average, high school
ranking and ACT or SAT
score into a formula to predict the student's grade point
average at the end of his
freshman year in college.
Shelley said the University
has been committed to recruiting high-caliber academic students.
"Obtaining the higher academic performing student
lends itself to a conducive
academic environment," he
said, "and also maintains
Bowling Green's high image
in the market."

by Kelly Fritz
reporter

Thousands of potential University students are contacted each year through
programs conducted by the
Office of Admissions.
According to Dan Shelley,
associate director, the University contacts perspective
students in several ways.
A student's first exposure
to the University may be a
visit to his high school by an
Admissions Office representative. Shelley said three Admissions staff members
spend the school year traveling to schools. Last year, 496
schools were visited.
Recruiters contacted 7,139
students in Ohio, Illinois,
Michigan, New York and
Pennsylvania.
More contacts were made
during the 104 Universitysponsored College Day and
College Night programs.
Shelley said the programs
were faculty-manned large
receptions where colleges
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*Bows
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Stautzenberger's 90 percent
graduate work placement efficiency can attest to its success,
and could be a major reason
why the Wood County campus is
growing by about 50 students
every six months, Teares said.
"We don't teach basket weaving and lettuce rinsing here,"
she said.

Flowers for Finals

AHA
November 28 - 30
9:30 - 4:30 University Hall

Proceeds go to
American Lung
Association
Cost $1.00 and free delivery
On campus - .25 off
Campus Delivery
Delivery date /Aon., Dec. 10th

OPRYLAND
AUDITIONS
1985!
Here's where talent meets opportunity!
If you've got it, we have a place for you at
Opryland, the only showpark anywhere
dedicated to the performance and enjoyment of American music.
We're looking for over 350 dynamic,
young entertainers with stage presence,
professional experience, and that extra
sparkle that tells us you're one of the best.
We'll be auditioning singers, dancers,
musicians, and conductors. We're also accepting resumes for technical positions
and stage managers. Check below for
specific information. No appointment is
necessary, and piano accompanist will be
provided. Dancers should be prepared to
perform their own routine. Good luck!

HOURS
Mon-Fri 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sat
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sun
12 p.m.-4 p.m.

Klotz
Flower
Farms
353-8381

128 N. Main / Downtown

"Located for
65 reputable
y*ori at th« *nd o*
S. Coll*g«'

J1 OFF
SALE

THIS COUPON ENTITLES HOLDER TO $1
OFF ITEMS BELOW OR ANY OTHER REGULARLY
PRICED LP OR PRERECORDED TAPE IN STOCK.
GOOD THRU SUNDAY 11 -18-84
MOUY HATCHET
IM( DEED IS DONE
MOMM

Man/Slon* m *>m KM"
Srt» OOW« S*» DtM«/*4Kl>tl*>t>t>*i
Good Smoka And *»»•«•»

SJI.IIIM

WITH COUPON

PAT BKNATAR
TROPICO

■CfcjdJM
* •»k*>cVOo-' Oor. Somj/TMun It Itc.
»WH OtWt/^IWpOIWV Ha)TOM

WITH COUPON

WHAM!
MAKE IT BIG
•nckaflwt

COLUMBUS, OHIO
Tuexiiy. Dewmber 4.1964
12:00-3:00 p.m.
Ohio State University
Department o( Theatre
Sudiuin II Theatre
For further information on this audition .4
or our other 28 auditions, call between /£
10 a.m. and 5 p.m.. CST, or write:
W
Opryland Entertainment Dept.
2802 Opryland Dr., Nashville, TN
37214.615^8*600, ext. 4343.

98
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WITH COUPON

WITH COUPON
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Coleman, Brown plead guilty to kidnapping
DAYTON (AP) - Alton Coleman and Debra Brown, suspects
In a six-state crime spree last
summer, pleaded guilty yesterday to kidnapping despite Questions by their attorneys about
the effect the pleas might have
on pending murder trials.
Coleman, 28, and Brown, 22,
have been charged or linked to
killings robberies and rapes in
half a dozen Midwestern states.
Coleman was on the FBI's 10
Most Wanted list when they
were arrested July 20 in
Evanston, 111. They were sent to
Dayton Aug. 9 to answer federal
kidnapping charges, over objections from several state prosecutors who wanted to try them
on murder charges that carry
death specifications.

Attorneys representing the
pair Interrupted a pre-trial hearing yesterday to announce that
they wanted to file the guilty
pleas. U.S. District Judge Walter Rice questioned Coleman
and Brown tor 45 minutes before
accepting the plea.
The attorneys, Dennis Lieberman and Louis Hoffman, said
there may be a legal question to
resolve if Coleman and Brown
are convicted of murder and
sentenced to die while they are
still serving a federal sentence.
Rice did not set a sentencing
date on the kidnapping charge,
which carries a possible life
sentence.
COLEMAN AND Brown
Sleaded guilty to abducting
line Carmical, a university

professor, in Lexington, Ky.,
last July 16. He was found unharmed, locked in his car trunk,
in a Dayton park the next morn. third person, Thomas Har"l.
ris, 33, Lexington, Ky., will be
tried separately for his alleged
role in the kidnapping.
Coleman and Brown have
been indicted for aggravated
murder in Cincinnati in the slayings of Marlene Walters, 44, of
Norwood, and Tonnie Storey, 15,
of Cincinnati. The aggravated
murder charge carries a possible death sentence.
Meanwhile, in Indiana, deathpenalty murder charges were
filed yesterday against Coleman
and Brown in the June 18 rape
and beating death of a 7-year-old

Gary, Ind., girl.
Prosecutor Jack Crawford
said the two were charged with
murder, murder while committing a felony, attempted murder, confinement and child
molesting.
Crawford said law enforcement authorities hope to "pile
up conviction after conviction so
that Coleman and Brown will
never set foot again as free man
and woman."
THE CHARGES, which were
filed in Lake Superior Court,
stem from the June 18 rape and
beating death of 7-year-old Tamika Turks of Gary, Ind.. The
girl's body was found the day
after she and her 9-year-old aunt
were abducted as they walked to

Ohio. Mich, help Ethiopian famii

and they give whatever they
can," said Howard Rupp, a
grain and hog fanner in Archbold who donated about 20 tons
of corn.

or 2.2 million pounds, of corn
and wheat, and farmers from
the Columbus area have given
about 300 metric tons of the
Koduce this year, said Dan
achy, director of the Mennonite Central Committee's Great
Lakes district, in a report published in The Blade of Toledo.
The committee, based in Akron, Pa., is the relief and service
agency of the Mennonite
Churches of North America and
is coordinating the shipments.
"They know there is a need,

"IT WAS A GOOD feeling as
we watched it being loaded, especially after watching on TV
just how bad the conditions are
over there," said Rupp. who also
used his truck and a borrowed
trailer to haul his contribution to
Port Huron.
Donated grain is bagged free
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each

at the Rupp Seed Farm, Pettisville, one of about 13 bagging
locations in Ohio and Michigan,
said Roger Rupp, farm manager.
The grain is bagged before
shipment so that it can be unloaded more easily at African
ports that lack bulk-unloading
facilities, said John Hostetler,
material aid director for the
Mennonite committee.
He said people of other faiths
also contribute to the grain donations, which cost the committee about $75,000 to send.
"It's something that everyone
can help with, even if they only
go down to the grain elevator
and help back the grain," Hostetler said.
The first shipment in 1981 was
sent through the Port of Toledo,
and the last two went through
Baltimore's port, he said. The
availability of a ship and loading
dock determines the shipping
point.

K

686-5295

He said be is waiting for more
information from Detroit authorities before deciding
whether to file charges against
the pair in connection with the
death last summer of Donna
Williams, 25, of-Gary.
Crawford said four months
lapsed between the suspects'
arrests in Evanston, IU., and the
filing of charges because he was
awaiting results of laboratory
tests of physical evidence. Another reason for the delay was
the search for a witness in the

area where Turks was killed,
Crawford said.
INDIANA AUTHORITIES
also have named Coleman and
Brown suspects in the death of
Eugene Scott of Indianapolis.
His car was found July 19 near
the site in Evanston, 111., where
the couple was arrested.
In Toledo, meanwhile, a Lucas
County grand jury hearing testimony that supposedly links Coleman and Brown to the deaths
of a Toledo woman and her
daughter recessed yesterday afternoon. The jury was to continue deliberations this morning
and was expected to decide by
late morning whether or not to
indict the couple, said a spokesman for the county prosecutor's
office.

Ferrets forbidden
in Summit County

Area farmers send grain to
TOLEDO (AP) - The latest
grain shipments to faminestruck Ethiopia follow four
years of such gifts from farmers
in Ohio and Michigan, most of
the Mennonite faith.
Farmers have donated almost
$1 million in grain to be sent to
East Africa, along with the labor
and trucks to haul it to Port
Huron, Mich., where it was
loaded this weekend for shipment to Mozambique.
Northwest Ohio farmers have
donated about 100 metric tons,

a neighborhood store. The aunt
survived the attack.
Crawford said the state is
seeking the death penalty
against both Coleman and
Brown in the Turks case.

AKRON (AP) - Members of
a Summit County family say
they are keeping their two pet
ferrets in neighboring Stark
County until a law governing
the keeping of wild animals is
changed.
The Dean Hoffman family
contends that the Summit
County ban on keeping "wild
and exotic pets" should not
include ferrets.
The council passed the ban
last spring after a pet tiger
kept at a home killed a 2-yearold boy.
The ban, which took effect
Oct 19, covers tigers, bears,
raccoons, skunks and constrictive snakes more than 6
feet long.
Many ferret owners have
complained to veterinarians
and county offices.
Violation of the county ban
is a misdemeanor punishable
by up to six months in jail and
a $1,000 fine.

Council President Robert
Gippin confirmed yesterday
that council would ask County
Executive John Morgan's
staff to "take a closer look at
this."
Councilman Frank Gaffney, chairman of the rules
committee where the ban was
debated, said last week that
ferrets were included after
"advice by competent authorities."
THE NATIONAL Association of State Public Health
Veterinarians reported that
there is no rabies vaccine
licensed in the country specifically for ferrets, she said.
Ferrets can be vicious biters and have a "propensity to
attack defenseless infants,"
she read from one article.
Richard Nokes, a veterinary consultant to the Akron
Zoological Park for 15 years,
said he has raised and treated
many ferrets.

WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
SECOND SEMESTER
* Heat
* Cable

* Water
* Trash Removal
all included

1 and 2 bedrooms furnished & unfurnished
For a perfect place to live stop by
1400 Napoleon or Call 352-9135
Hours'9-5 Daily and Evenings by Appointment

THE
CALVERT DEFOREST

LARRY 'BUD' COUNTDOWN

SAVEUP70*3.20
Choose a fluffy baked potato with your choice of
untoppable toppings from the Rax Potato Patch™
featuring Broccoli & Cheese. Barbecue Beef & Cheese, JL^&Htf^k.®
Bacon & Cheese. Beef Stroganoff and Mexican Potato. RESlAURANTS
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4<KOff
Baked Potato

Hot baked potato and your
choice of toppings, (limit 4)

This offer not valid with any other dis
count or coupon. Sales tax charged
where applicable Offer
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4<KOff
Baked Potato

Hot baked potato and your
choice of toppings. (Limit 4) ■

I
I

This offer not valid with any other dis
count or coupon. Sales tax charged
where applicable Offer
at participating
lax Restaurants only.
KM
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1006 N. Main
at Poe Rd.
Bowling Green

1-75* «. 8

Ticket! available at Union Ticket Booth,
Finder's Record* and The Greeting Exchange
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Women
cagers
open
tonight
by Phillip B. Wilson
sports reporter

One could hardly blame an
innocent basketball fan for confusing the Falcons men's and
women's teams this year. Try
not to mix up the two at 7 tonight
when the women's team opens
their '1964-85 campaign against
the University of Detroit in Anderson Arena.
Both the men's and women's
teams lost key seniors to graduation last year, and are looking
at extremely difficult schedules
and lack strong board strength
underneath.
But the Falcons, trying to
improve on their 1983-84 overall
record of 13-13 (9-9 in the MidAmerican Conference) from a
year ago, will throw a new
wrinkle at basketball fans in
first year head coach Fran Voll,
and assistant Sue Youngpeter.
Voll is a 1968 BG graduate.
If the women's team can play
anywhere near the performances of Voll's Delphos St.
Johns' squads in the past nine
seasons, the women cagers may
surprise a few people. Voll's
nine-year high school stint
brought Delphos two Ohio state
championships and a 208-17
overall record.
STILL, THE Falcons will be
without the services of graduated seniors Cary McGehee,
13.9 ppg., and Sherry Eubanks,
13.2 ppg., and have only one
starter back from last season in
6-foot junior center Joelyn
Shoup. 5.5 ppg.
Also helping the cause will be
iunior forward Rhonda Moore.
.6 ppg., who heads a talented
trio of forwards along with Junior Stephanie Coe and sophomore Charlene Parrish.
While Voll plans to start two
of those three forwards, the
guard duties will be handled by
senior playmaker Dina Jerinic
and sophomore Dawn Brown,
off-guard. Also expected to see
action are senior guard Kim
Lippke, sophomore guard Sherrie voyles, and sophomore forward Sheila Sferrella.
Tonight, the Falcons will have
their hands full with the Titans,
with returning sophomore for-

BG cagers rout Oilers in opener
Miller, Taylor star
in 81-62 blowout
by Marc Delph
sports editor

Findlay basketball coach
James Houdeshell thought his
Oilers, with three seniors in
the starting lineup, could upset a young Bowling Green
squad. But It was his team
that looked like a group in a
rookie tryout camp while a
few select Falcons took the
take-charge role.
"I thought we were ready to
play and we weren't" Houdeshell said after BG's 81-62
season-opening victory Saturday in Anderson Arena. "We
just played bad basketball.
That has to be the worst basketball we've played in a long
time. That's not taking anything away from Bowling
Green, they did what they had
to to win.
The Falcons' two co-captains, junior Brian Miller and
senior Keith Taylor, combined for 44 points - 20 and 24,
respectively. Miller dished
out an additional nine assists
to be named player of the
game.
"He plays with more confidence, Houdeshell said,
comparing Miller's performance to last season's when
he broke in as the starting
point guard. "Last year we
playedtbem in the first game
(a 70-55 BG win) and he was
just taking over."
THE OILERS' only lead
was 2-1 after BG starting center Avon Davey surrendered
a goaltending basket following a Gary Jones shot. Taylor
sank a layup shortly afterward and the Falcons
never looked back.
FC did manage to keep the
game tight through the majority of the firsthalf - four
points at 20-16 at the 7:38
mark - but the difference in
the game, according to BG
coach John Weinert, was a
change in strategy.
"The key was with 5:30 to

go in the first half," he said.
"We went full court press and
man-to-man (on defense)."
The Falcons went from six
up at 23-17 to the dominating
halftime lead of 38-23.
BG limited the Oilers to an
ice cold 28.6 shooting percentage in the opening 20 minutes
and 36 percent for the game
while shooting 54 percent for
the game.
"They've been a very good
shooting team," Weinert
said. "When you shoot 36 percent you can t say they were
off. I think we put pressure on
them.
"Our offense, when we had
patience, shot well and
passed well."
BG built its lead to the
largest margin of the night at
57-37 after Miller sank a pair
of free throws following a
Steve Buddelmeyer foul. The
Falcons, however, hit a fourminute dry spell that allowed
FC to cut the margin to 57-42.
THEN IT WAS a see-saw
battle to the finish and the 8162 final.
BG's weakest position this
season appears to be the center spot that Davey and Freddie Bryant both have been
S'ng for. Davey, a 6-9 iunior,
rted and went scoreless on
the night and Bryant, a 6-10
senior, came alive late in the
game with four points, nine
rebounds and four of his favorite plays, the blocked shot.
Freshman Anthony Robinson, starting at forward,
overcame some early mistakes to score seven points
and grab eight rebounds.
Fifth starter, Frank Booker,
also added seven points with
seven boards.
"I was pleased we played
as a team 11 deep," Weinert
said. "I hope we can remain
to play 11 deep. . . it's fun to
coach."
The Falcons don't play
again until Dec. 4, when they
host Boston University.

Bowling Green's Keith Taylor drives past Findlay's Randy
O'Dell in Anderson Arena Saturday night. Taylor scored 24

Photo/Jeff Hall
points in BG's 81-62 pasting of the Oilers.

• See Basketball, page 8

Collins' goal play foils Spartans
by Steve Quinn

One-third of the hockey season
is officially over and Bowling
Green, the defending national
champion, owns a record of 5-9.
The seemingly struggling
Falcons have had some low
points and some high points.
There is no question the
Falcons have had their
problems.
•They have played
inconsistent hockey each
weekend and have been outshot
by opponents 535 to 372 on the
year. That is an average for the
opponent of 38.2 compared to
BG's 26.5.
•Only three times has BG
outshot its opponents. Those
came in both games of the
opening series against Ferris
State and the first game against
Western Michigan.
•The Falcons also have had
their share of troubles putting
the puck in the net on the power
play. They have only converted
on 18 of 86 attempts, and most
recently failed to score on 14
attempts in last weekend's
series against top-ranked
Michigan State.
BUT, THERE also have been
some bright spots in the season.
The Falcons have only been
out-scored 56-51, indicating how
close most of the games have
been. Three of the opponents'
goals have been open net.
Without those goals the
difference in each of those losses
would be just one goal.
These losses occurred at the
beginning of the year. Then BG
was unable to come away with a
win in the close games.
Over the last two series, the
icers have come away with two
4-3 wins, one each against WMU
and MSU, a definite sign of

assistant sports editor

Last year everybody wanted to beat the number one hockey
team in the nation - Bowling Green.
This year BG knows what it feels like to be in that position as
they split with top-ranked Michigan State, losing Friday's game
4-1 and winning in East Lansing on Saturday, 4-3.
Strong goaltending by Wayne Collins proved to the key in
Saturday's win. Collins turned back 44 shots on net foiling the
Spartans bid for a sweep. His strong performance earned him the
game's number one star and Central Collegiate Hockey Association player of the week.
In three appearances against the Spartans, Collins has never
lost. Two of the wins have come in MSU's Munn Arena.
"I was ready for them," Collins said. "I figured it would be
hard, but I was iust ready for it."
MSU fans couldn't affect the senior's performance vocally as
Collins says the verbal abuse "pumps me up."
THE FALCONS only had 16 shots on goals for the evening but
four of them got past starting goaltender Norm Foster. Foster has
failed to beat the Falcons in three appearances against BG.
In two of the games, Spartan head coach Ron Mason lifted
Foster before the contest ended in favor of Bob Essensa, including Saturday's game.
With 16 seconds expired in the first period, Jamie Wansbrough
took a Paul Ysebeart from the back boards and gave BG a 1-0
lead.
At 9:07 Geoff Williams increased the lead to 2-0 when he put a
Brian Meharry pass low to Foster's stick side. Before passing to
Williams, Meharry crossed the blueline and used quick skating
skills to move past defenseman Tom Tilley, and created a 2-on-l
break.
Twice in the second period MSU brought the game within one,
but Rob Urban and Meharry tallies kept BG's two-goal lead going
into the third period.
The Spartans kept pressure on Collins throughout the third
period before Dan McFall put a backhand shot past Collins with
just 2:26 remaining, to round off the game's scoring.
MASON MADE a final effort to tie the game when he put an
extra skater on the ice at 19:05 and lifted Essensa.
"Our goaltending was exceptionally well," BG head coach
Jerry York said. "If you are going to beat a team like (Michigan)
State, you have to have great goaltending, good play from the
special teams and a little bit of Irish luck. Tonight we had all
three of them."
BG did not quite get the Irish luck needed Friday; however, it
had strong goaltending by Gary Kruzich with 31 saves, and the
penalty killers prevented MSU from scoring a power play goal in
six attempts.
Kelly Miller scored first for the Spartans when he skated down
the right side and pushed the puckpast Kruzich. Mitch Messier
See his team a 2-0 lead picking up Dan Beaty's pass from behind
■net.
The Falcons only goal came when Urban sent a backhand pass
• See Hockey, page 9
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icers improving

Photo/Jeff Han
Bowling Green's Paul Ysebeart prevents Michigan State's Craig Simpson
(27) from advancing the puck in last Friday's game

While BG might not score on
the power play, neither do its
opponents. Opponents have only
scored in 16 of 80 attempts on
BG's penalty killing team.

George Roll, the only
returning penalty killer,
attributes the success to hard
work. He says when the team is
a man down, it makes them
work that much harder.
Probably the brightest spot on
the Falcon squad lies in the
goaltending. Not specifically
Gary Kruzich or Wayne Collins,
but both. Each has had his
spectacular moments and have
received praise from opposing
coaches as well as BG head
coach Jerry York and
teammates.
Collins owns a .903 saves

Sideline
Steve Quinn
assistant sports editor
percentage and Kruzich sports
an .899 percentage.
IT'S BEEN these strong
performances that have kept the
differences in goals so close.
Opposing coaches have also
raved about BG's youth and its
potential.
MSU head coach Ron Mason
expects BG to qualify for final
four in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association, while
complimenting the freshmen for
their hustle and desire.
Four of BG's five gamewinning goals have been scored
by freshmen. Brian Meharry
notched the most recent victory
over MSU.
Meharry leads the freshmen
in scoring with five goals and 10
totaling 15 points. His 15 points
are good enough for a two-way
tie for second place in team
scoring.
Even the freshmen who have
not scored are able to
contribute. Daryn Fersovich has
•See Sideline, page 9
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BC-Miami air show lived up to billing Media picks McClure
One could wear out a
thesaurus trying to find enough
lives to describe last ,
y's Miami-Boston College
Igame.
In an age when television
promoters have the nerve to
hype a Browns-Oilers contest as
"one not to miss," it's very rare
that a game lives up to its
billing.
But the CBS promoters, who
billed the game as the year's
biggest aerial shootout, are still
beaming.
Not only did BC's Doug Flutie
and UM's Bernie Kosar stage a
fantastic passing show in which
they combined for 929 yards of
passing offense, but also, the
Eagles won the 47-45 thriller on a
sensational "Hail Mary"
touchdown pass in the game's
last play.
Many are already calling it
the game of the year and some
have said it might be one of the
best ever.
What made the game a classic
is that both teams played so well
even though nothing was at
stake.
THERE WAS no conference
title on the line and neither was
fighting for a bowl bid. The
Hurricanes were headed to the
Fiesta Bowl, while the Eagles
will play in the Cotton Bowl.

after another. During the course
of the game, both QB's fired 11
straight completions.
The entire game was almost
like a two-minute drill as Flutie
and Kosar marched back and
forth to the tune of 1,273 yards of
total offense.
The see-saw contest featured
eight lead changes and was so
exciting my 79 year-old
grandmother got caught up in it
While she was supposed to be
in the kitchen heating up some
Thanksgiving leftovers, Granny
watched the game and told me
she was cheering for the team
Knute Rockne was coaching.

Add the rain and cold
temperatures, conditions which
usually ground most passing
duels, and you had all
circumstances which could ruin
a great game.
But thev didn't.
From the opening kickoff to
the last play, the game was like
a novel you can't put down.
It featured great individual
efforts from a strong supporting
cast. UM's wide receiver Eddie
Brown caught 10 passes for 220
yards. Hurricane tailback
Melvin Bratton rushed for 134
yards and scored four
touchdowns including a 52-yard
run late in the game.
The game had two incredible
last-minute drives by both
teams. UM drove 75 yards and
capped it off with what appeared
to be Bratton's two-yard, gamewinning TD plunge.
But with just su seconds
remaining Flutie fired a 48-yard
desperation pass which
somehow found its way into the
hands of BC's Gerald Phelan.
UNFORTUNATELY, the
dramatic final play
overshadowed the stellar
performances of the nation's
premier quarterbacks, Flutie
and Kosar.
Each possession Flutie and
Kosar threw one amazing pass

Sideline
Tom Reed
sports reporter
After catching her up on 40
years of football history and
rescuing the flaming leftovers
she forgot in the oven, we
watched the rest of the game.
Since Kosar is from my
hometown, Youngstown. we
cheered for Miami. Last year,
as a freshman, Kosar led the
Hurricanes to a national
championship when they upset
Nebraska in the Orange Bowl.
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TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) -University of Toledo coach Dan Simrell
and defensive back Mark Brandon joined Bowling Green quarterback Brian McClure and
Northern Illinois quarterback
Pete Genatempo as the 1964
recipients of the Mid-American
Conference News Media Association awards released yesterday.
Brandon was chosen as the
Defensive Player of the Year.
McClure was named the Offensive Player of the Year, while
Genatempo garnered Freshman
of the Year honors in balloting
by members of the association.
McClure, a junior from Ravenna, guided BG to its third
straight 7-2 MAC record. He
already holds the MAC career
records for pass attempts at
1,056; completions, 674; passing
yards, 7,606; and touchdown
passes, 45. A three-time first
team AU-MAC pick, McClure
has almost 500 more passing
yards than any players entering
his senior season in National
Collegiate Athletic Association

Division I history.
Simrell guided the Rockets to
the MAC Champhionship and a
berth in next month's California
Bowl. He has an overall record
of 23-8-1 going into this Friday's
regular season finale against
Temple in Atlantic City, N.J.
BRANDON HELPED UT to a
ranking in the top five in the
nation in total defense with 248.7
yards per game. The Rockets
averaged 93.4 yards per game in
rushing defense and 10.2 points
per game in scoring defense.
Brandon, a senior, is first in
the MAC and 10th in the nation
with six interceptions this season. He is a two-time first team
AU-MAC selection.
Genatempo won a closely-contested balloting for the Freshman of the Year honors, the NIU
Suarterback from Streamwood,
1., played in all 11 games for
the Huskies this year. He became a starter midway through
the season, completing 55 percent of his passes, hitting on 94
of 171 for 916 yards ana five
touchdowns.

turn the ball over.
"I'VE ALWAYS stressed
sound fundamental basketball
and that's what we'll attempt to
do on the collegiate level," Voll
said. "We're looking forward to
getting started and I hope the
girls play well and continue to
improve.
"Well definitely try and
hound them." assistant coach
Youngpeter said. "It's going to
be up tor grabs and well play
hard and see what happens.'

have this season is the services
of Youngpeter, who was twotime captain at Dayton, and
played for Voll at Delphos. With
Youngpeter, Voll's teams were
74-1 her last three years, including the two state titles.

(Continued from page 7) .___
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This fall Kosar has blossomed
into a top-rated quarterback.
Against BC he completed 24
passes, to eight targets for 2
TDs, and 447yards.
WHILE BEING a Kosar fan,
I've looked at Flutie's
accomplishments in a negative
light.
I think at 54, Flutie is too
short to play pro ball. And
although he has thrown for more
than 10,000 yards in his career,
BC hardly owns the nation's
toughest schedule.
But anyone who watched
Flutie in Friday's game had to
be impressed. He completed 34
passes for 472 yards. Besides his
great passing ability, Flutie is
calm under pressure. That was
best illustrated when he
engineered the game-ending 80yard drive with just 26 seconds
remaining.
Anyway, neither Brian Sipe
nor Joe Theismann are Kareera
Abdul-Jabbare.
Because of the commotion
which surrounds any holiday,
many people missed this game.
But this weekend the networks
will once again be billing
various games as "one not to
miss." However, those that I've
talked to who watched the UMBC game know they've already
seen the best
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Now is your chance to go

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
at Dearborn, Michigan's

FAIRLANE MALL
Saturday, Dec. 8 - vans leave at 9 a.m.
"".v^
$6/ person
Sign up in UAO office or call 2-2343 for more information
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ward Cassandra Pack and senior guard Regina Pierce, who
combined for 40 of UD'spoints in
a close 66451 loss to the Falcons a
year ago.
And if that's not enough, the
Titans will start 6-5Junior college Ail-American Kim Sims,
whose inside scoring should help
Detroit improve on their 14-12
record of a year ago.
How do you defend that on an
opening night? Voll plans to
stick to the basics and play an
aggressive half court press,
hopefully forcing the Titans to

Being familiar with Voll's
system, Youngpeter will help
the Falcons get adjusted, while
giving defensive tips. Youngpeter was more of a defensive
specialist at Dayton but she was
also the first eager to ever score
1,000 points in Delphos St John's
history.

One advantage the Falcons

BG athletes head all-MAC lists
Eleven members of the Bowling Green football team received honors from the MidAmerican Conference including
six first team all-MAC selections
and five second team.
Quarterback Brian McClure
and tight end Mark Dowdell
garnered their honors for the
second straight year by unanimous choice. Stan Hunter, a
wide receiver, also gained first

joining linebacker Troy Dawson
and punter Greg Johnson.
Prchlik was also named first
team all-academic.
Gaurd Greg King captured
second team offensive honors.
In volleyball, junior Deb Hopkins was the lone Falcon to
receive recognition, winning
honorable mention. In addition,
seniors Becky Snider and Tracy
Livesey were named to the allacademic MAC squad.

team status, after being named
to the second team in 1983.
Center Brian Johnson, honorable mention in 1983, and tailback
Bernard White round out BG's
first team offensive picks.
Deep back Melvin Marshall
was the only Falcon to snare
defensive honors.
BG were well represented in
the second team, with linemen
Shawn Simms and Joe Prchlik
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Schottenheimer sees improvement Adams honored
BEREA, Ohio (AP) - Cleveland Browns' Coach Marty
Schottenheimer would prefer to
think his team is playing well
enough now to compete with
anybody in the National Football League, even though the
Browns' victories the past two
weeks have come against two of
the weakest teams in the league.
"The opponent obviously is
always a factor in this league,"
Schottenheimer said yesterday.
"But with the type of overall
performance we had Sunday, I
would feel that against a team
like the San Francisco 49ers, we
would be competitive."
The Browns were clobbered
by the 49crs 41-7 three games
ago, but they came back to beat
the Atlanta Falcons 23-7 last

week and the Houston Oilers 2710 on Sunday.
THE HOUSTON game, Schottenheimer said, represented
Cleveland's best showing all
year.
"I think without Question it
was the best complete game
we've plaved in all phases -offense, defense and the kicking
game," the coach said. "We
were able to move the ball in
timely fashion, particularly in
the fourth quarter when we led
20-10. The game was still in the
balance and we controlled the
ball for seven minutes and finished with the touchdown pass to
Brian Brennan."
The victories over Houston,
now 2-11, and Atlanta, now 3-10,
were in stark contrast to the loss

to San Francisco, one of the
worst home losses in Browns'
history.
"Against San Francisco, we
made too many errors. You
can't let any team in this league
operate on naif a football field,"
Schottenheimer said, referring
to the Browns' three lost fumbles and one interception
against the 49ers.
Much credit for the Browns'
improvement in recent weeks
should go to the play of the
special teams, Schottenheimer
said.
CLEVELAND HAS made six
roster moves since Schottenheimer replaced Sam Rutigliano
as head coach five games ago,
and most of them nave been
aimed at improving the work of

the kickoff and punt coverage
units.
"The special team is vour
football team, because you have
offensive and defensive players
on it," he said. "Most weeks, on
one side or the other, offense or
defense, you're going to struggle. But your special teams always have to prevail."

BEREA, Ohio (AP) - Tight
end Willis Adams has been
chosen by his teammates as
the Cleveland Browns' recipient of the 1964 Ed Block Memorial Courage Award.

will be honored in January in
Baltimore.
ADAMS WAS a first-round
draft choice of the Browns in
1979 and has had to overcome
numerous injuries to remain
with the team.

The award, named for the
late trainer of the Baltimore
Colts, has been presented annually since 1978 to a member
of the Colts in recognition of
personal courage exemplified
in pursuit of excellence on the
football field.

Schottenheimer has an affinity for special teams because he
spent a lot of time covering
kicks during his six years as a
pro linebacker.
"Special teams play is an attitude, between the ears," he said.
"I made my living on special
teams. I stole money for six
years playing on them."

He suffered split fingers
and knee injuries in his rookie
year and again in 1981, then
bruised his shoulder and underwent knee surgery in 1982.
Last year, he came back to
catch 20 passes while playing
in all 16 games, and this season, he has been converted
from receiver to tight end and
has caught 18 passes for 231
yards. .

This year, award recipients
were chosen from each of the
28 teams in the National Football League. The recipients

Collinsworth exits in style sideline

(Continued from page 7)

CINCINNATI (AP) - Wide
receiver Cris Collinsworth is
leaving the National Football
League the same way he entered
it - with a bang.
Collinsworth made All-Pro as
a rookie out of Florida for helping the Cincinnati Bengals reach
the Super Bowl in the 1981 season. He's in All-Pro form again
as he finishes the final season of
his contract and prepares to
leave for the Tampa Bay Bandits of the United States Football
League.
The three-time All-Pro caught
6 passes Sunday for 134 yards
and a pair of clutch touchdowns
in Cincinnati's 35-14 pounding of
the Atlanta Falcons. His first
catch was a 57-yard scoring play
with quarterback Turk Schonert
on the game's fourth play. His
last catdi was a 20-yard TD
reception that clinched the victory.

Collinsworth," said Head Coach
Sam Wyche. "He's a good football player. He's playing hard
all the way down. That's a credit
to him, knowing the circumstances he's in."
THE EASY-GOING wide receiver leads the Bengals with 61
catches for 931 yards and five
touchdown receptions. He has a
shot at two single-season club
records this year Collinsworth is under a fiveyear contract with the USFL
club when the Bengals' season
ends. He signed for a reported
8500,000 a year, an offer the
Bengals chose not to try to
match.
Collinsworth admitted Sunday
that while he's enjoying his fine
season, there's sadness over
leaving Cincinnati.

"There's always a certain
amount of ambivalence involved
when you make a tough decisions, he said.
The Bengals followed team
policy and refused to negotiate
with Collinsworth when the
Tampa Bay Bandits made their
offer. The Bengals generally
don't renegotiate contracts, and
have refused to compete with
USFL offers to their players.
"Sometimes things lust don't
work out," Collinsworth said. "I
don't have any bitter feelings
(toward the Bengals)."
When a reporter asked what
would happen to Collinsworth if
the USFL folds, Collinsworth
said he wouldn't hesitate to try
to come back to Cincinnati,
where he's something of a celebrity.

fourth place and six points from
third.
With only four more CCHA
Cies remaining in the first
of the season, and a second
half on the way, the Falcons still
can gain a home ice advantage
in the first round of the CCHA
playoffs. But they still have a
great deal of work ahead of
them.

yet to score a point, but has been
a vital part of the penalty killing
team. Fersovich admits he is a
little disappointed in his offense,
but it doesn't take away
confidence from his penalty
killing ability.
The most encouraging aspect
about the freshmen has teen the
desire Mason speaks of. More
than one of the freshmen have
said the season is still a long way
from being over.
The freshmen aren't far from
wrong. BG is 5-7 in the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
and tied for fifth with three other
teams. BG is three points from
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Hockey

(Continued from page 7>
in front of the net for Dave Randerson to deflect past Essensa.
That was as close as the Falcons would get since Lyle Phair
retumed the two-goal lead at the 18:13 mark in the first period.
THE SPARTANS would score once more on Brad Beck's second
period goal to cap the scoring and secure the 4-1 win.
"Theyare clearly the best team we have faced this year," York
said. "They have a great team in all phases of the game offensively and defensively. They will still get my vote for
number one."
However, Mason was not without compliment for the Falcons.
"Good goaltending kept them in the game," Mason said after
Friday's game. "Their freshmen showed freshmen qualities in
their hustle, desire and mistakes. I still think they will end up in
Joe Louis (Arena for the CCHA final four) in March."
The split leaves the Falcons at 5-7 in CCHA competition and 5-9
overall, good enough for a four-way fifth-place tie.
Next weekend the Falcons travel to Oxford to play Miami in a
two-game series. It will be the seventh consecutive weekend that
the Falcons will play at least one game on the road.
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Asa Marine Officer, you could be in charge of
a Mach 2 + F/A-18A, a vertical take-off Harrier
or one of our other jets or helicopters. And
you could do it by the time you're 23. But it
takes a special comrnitrnent on your part We
demand leaders at all
levels. We teach you to
be one. If you're a freshman or sophomore, ask
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about our undergraduate officer commissioning
programs. If you're a junior, check out our
graduate programs. Starting salaries are from
$17,000 to $23,000. And you can count on
going farther...faster.
Maybe .mu can be one oi us.

7

News briefs.

IIBG News/November 27,1984

Centrist wins presidential election in Uruguay
MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay (AP) - Centrist Julio
Sanguinetti and his Colorado Party scored a
decisive victory yesterday in elections to replace
a right-wing military regime that has been in
power since 1973.
The jubilant president-elect appealed for national unity as exhausted celebrants straggled
home after a huge street party that was marred
by confrontations between rightist and leftist
youths.
"The country needs five years of combined
.effort to reinforce its democratic institutions,"
said Sanguinetti, a 48-year-old lawyer and political journalist, in a speech to supporters.
"If the new government does not get the backing
of all parties, we have failed to learn the lessons of
the past 11 years," he said.
Under an accord approved by the government of
Gregorio Alvarez, the general serving as president in the military regime, the new elected

civilian officials will take office March 1. Sanguinetti is to serve a five-year term as president.
The Colorado Party had 744,999 votes for 38.4
percent of the total in official returns from all but
75 of the country's 7,873 polling stations.
The Colorados' traditional opposition, the National Party, had 634,166 votes for 32.8 percent. A
coalition of leftist parties called the Broad Front
had 393,949 votes for 20.4 percent.
Votes cast for smaller parties or challenged by
election officials made up the remaining 8.4 percent.
The Colorados captured 13 of the 30 senate seats
while National Party members won 11 seats and
the Broad Front 6.
Precise figures were not yet available for the 99member House of Representatives, but since
cross-party voting is not allowed, the percentage
of seats won by each party will not vary greatly
from the percentage in the presidential race.

Classifieds
NOT 27, ifle«

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
ASM MEETING
TUESDAY. DEC 11 7:30 to 9 p m 816 Lite
Science
TOPIC CO—OP OPPORTUNITIES
SPEAKER BRUCE SMITH. Dffl OF CO-OP
EDUC OFFICE
MR SMITH WILL DISCUSS CO-OP OPPORTUNITIES FOR MIS MAJORS INTERESTED
STUDENTS SHOULD ATTEND
Attention Future Dr.tl.ej
Come 1 llrteo to Dr. Stephana (Praia)
apeak on hla recent visit to Nicaragua
and Ma views on US military Intervention

7:10pm. Ohio Sun* Hoe. 27
EUCHRE TOURNAMENT
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 30
REGISTRATION AT 7 30
TONTOGANV LEGION HALL
FINANCE CLUB MEETING
TONIGHT 7:J0 p.m.
105 Hayea Hall
LAST CHANCEI Be a Preview Oey Tour
Guide. Come to the informational meeting
tonight 5:00 p m. McFall A.aemDIy Room.
Don't mlaa out! Be ahead ol the crowd. Be a
BOBU Pinliw Day Tour Guide.
Nov. 28
FINANCIAL AID/EMPLOYMENT
INFO
Faculty Lounge. 2nd II. Union 11 30
Do the terms FAF. BEOO. PELL, and NDSL
mean anything to you? Do you know where to
go tor fob mtormaron or financial aaerstance?
Come to Dae session to find the answers to
these questions
Presentor Deb Hetneman. Assailant Director.
Financial Aid Office

Special Program for all Coop Students
"Annual Fall Forum"
Thursday. No*. 2* at 7:10 pen
Tech. Bldg. Room 127A
Refreehments

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE
Saturday. December 6
9 am ■ 4 pm
Fteeervationa406 Student Services
SUCCESS IN MIS
THE MIS PROFESSIONAL THE BACKBONE
OF THE BUSINESS
SUNDAY. DEC 2.3p m to op m AT SAM BS
RECENT GRADUATES OF BOSU WILL DISCUSS THEB CAREERS AREAS OF DISCUSSION WILL INCLUDE JOB
RESPONSIBIUTIES. WORK ENVIRONMENT,
SYSTEMS AND SOFTWARE UTILIZED ANO
ANALYTIC PROCEDURES COMPANIES REPRESENTED INCLUDE MARATHON OIL. AND
ERNST 1 WHINNEY THERE WILL BE A
CHANCE TO ASK QUESTIONS AFTER THE
PRESENTATION
BEER AND HOR
0 OEUVRES WILL BE SERVED' WE REQUEST
THAT ONLY PAID MEMBERS OF ASM AT

TEND
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
MEETS TUESDAYS AT 7:30 IN 112 LIFE
SCIENCE. WE'RE HERE TO SERVE YOU! THE
U IN USD IS YOU

LOST & FOUND
LOST: Dark gray. CanDou brand back pack on
Nov. 30 in bookstore Please return- no queenone asked Cal 2 5220

How lo alert and operate your own profitable
buaaneaa at home Join the hundreds of eucceeetul begtnners who have their own business
and are making money al home Write today for
your free Information
CJ HARMALK PUBLISHING COMPANY
508 North WHtergerden
Suee Number 102
Bowing Green, OH 43402
ATTENTION SENIORS
Graduating soon? Cal the area's moat
comprehensive reeume service Also
providing expert job-search
aasiatance and referral
NORTHCOAST CONSULTANTS,
PERRYSBURG. OHIO 1-418) 874 3732.
TUTORING
BASIC MATH - ALGEBRA - CALCULUS
READING - GRAMMAR - MMPOSTTION
CALL 874-3349 AFTER 8pm
OAKHURST LEARNING CENTER
Fouls typing, eioeMenl quality, SI par papa.
OS, on campus pick up 4:30pm. aVF, call Mr.
■oetl 0B0-MTO
MCAT PREPARATION
STANLEY H KAPLAN Educational Center
SSS-8701
RUTHIES SEWING > ALTERATIONS
Hernmlng new skins ft dresses Letters sewn
on Qsrments must be clean. 3S2-7286.
Al your typing needs
prompt ft professional
352-4017 Clara
Abortion, pregnancy tests, student rates. Can*
ler for Choice, downtown Toledo 419-255
7789
Think your pregnant? Free teat ft help
Absolutely confidential1
Heartteet 2418131

LOST: Brown leather brtelcaae w notes for
Jour . Span Spch . Eng . left «i Gun 11/8(84.
Please cal 372-1842: KetU

WETI WILDI EXCITINOI
Intramural Coed Water Volleyball
Entries due TODAY November 27
al 108 Student Hoc Center by 4 p.m.

RIDES

PERSONALS

Ride needed to Dayton ara sometime after
4:30 put. on Thursday NOT 30 Please cal
David nl 372 3442 Will help with gab

Alpha Deals- The Black Diamond Bel Is THIS
weekend- The party we al have been waiting
tor is finely here Get psyched for a great time

SERVICES OFFERED

Always al Sundaneel I
Long Island load Tea
Phis every kind of Margarita St.SO

GUARANTEED STUDENT FINANCIAL AID —
FOR DETAILS WRITE
ACADEMIC RESEARCH. BOX 9128C, TOLEDO, OH 43897

Get psyched lor Inflation! Don't forget those
clean white undies" Love. Barb

Families mistake accident victims' Identities
SIOUX CITY, Iowa (AP) - For two weeks,
relatives and officials thought Patricia Noonan
had been killed and her friend Shawn Lake critically injured in a crash that also killed both their
fathers. Then the injured girl awoke from a coma
and startled both families by saying, "I'm Patty,
Patty, Patty."
Officials said yesterday they were trying to
determine how the identities of the two 16-year-old
girls had become so confused. Lake's mother kept
a vigil at the bedside of the comatose girl without
realizing it was not her daughter, while the
Noonan family held a funeral for the girl they
thought was their daughter, and even viewed her
body.
"She (Mrs.Lake) sat by her side for two weeks
and I don't know why she didn't realize it wasn't
her own child," said Mrs. Boyd McFarland, who is
Noonan's grandmother.
An Iowa Highway Patrol spokesman said police

THE J3Q.NEWS

Three people were killed and 16 were injured
when a school bus carrying the Aurelia High
School girls basketball team collided Nov. 10 with
a car near Aurelia.
Police originally identified the victims as Lenis
Lake, 42, of Primghar; John Noonan, 45, of
Hartley, and Noonan's daughter, Patricia. Authorities said Miss Lake was taken to Marian:
Health Center in Sioux City.
LL Jim Hein of the state Highway Patrol said
officers established a tentative identification of
the crash victims "from information available to
us at the scene of the accident." But he said in a
prepared statement that later, "members of each
family claimed the bodies, made identification
and completed the funeral arrangements."

Watch out men ol B.O.S.U.-An Alpha XI has a
'crush' on youl This la something you'll soon
know...For the best dele party la on the got
QET PSYCHED FOR ALPHA X! DELTA
CHRISTMAS 'CRUSH' '84 DATE PARTY.

NEED YOUR ATTITUDE ADJUSTED?
Our regular Tuesday night prices
Wei drinks • 46'
CHECK OUT OUR BEER PRICES!
That wa change your attitude
Mam Street

Well Wild! Excrtlngl
Intramural Coed Water VrjUeybal
Entries due November 27 at
18S HeS by 4*0 pm.

Congratulations to Alpha Delta Pi's Spring 84
Outstanding Pledge Pam Morrlo: Beat Pledge
Essay- Kay FrtUache, Most Constructive
Active- Amy Vkocock

Who la that behind the Picture Place counter
rum Winger? Congrats on your new ajb Low
your Phi Mu Store.
Is It true you can buy Jeeps lor S44 through the
US Government? Get the facts today!
Cal 1-3t2.742.1142. Ext 1794.

Don! target,
Turn In your epptcattort
to be a IJNIVERStTY SUCCESS
Program Peer Faceitator Todeyt

Lose Weight the Sim ft Trim Way
Its new, its natural. II works'!
Ask me how, eel Scon al 354 8928
100% Money back guarantee

T—SHIRTS •" T-SHIRTS • ■ T-SHWTS
FOR DORM, PARTIES. ETC
FAST SERVICE. QUALITY, GUARANTEED
WIZARD QRAPtHaCS 364-3088

T-SHeTTS • • T-SHIRTS • ■ T-SHIRTS
FOR DORM. PARTIES. ETC
FAST SERVICE, QUALITY GUARANTEED
WIZARD GRAPHICS, 354-3098

UL KAREN HERZ: WELCOME TO THE FAMIYI rM REALLY HAPPY TO HAVE SUCH A
GREAT LITTLE! CONGRATS AND GET READY
FOR GREAT TIMES AHEAD" LOVE. BIG JOHN

Need Money? Why not eel Avon. For nore
aitormenon please cal Phyla at 352-5833

MATT LENHARTGET PSYCHED FOR THE DZ TAHITI SWEETIE
DAE PARTY THIS FROAYH DO YOU KNOW
WHO I AM YET? YOU'LL SOON FIND OUT
BUT UNTIL THEN PUT SOME THOUGHT INTO
rr-YOU MIGHT BE SURPRISEDI HAPPY
THWKINQ' YOUR DZ SECRET DATE

FREE-gorgoous, gray tiger kitten 3 mo old.
male-comes with liter box. liter, end food I
am Margie to han Cal Susan 3520993

$1 19 Breakfast
Bacon or sausage, 2 eggs, toast ft coffee
Mon-Frl g am-1 pm with this ad
Expires Dec 21, 1984
THE CLOCK RESTAURANT
412 E Woosler

ROBIN BARSANTEE
It's time to count down the days hi you meet
your Tahiti Sweetie1 You may think you know
who I am, but ara you sure?'?1
DZ Love, Your Crush
Sundance Presents! I
1/2 once appetizers
Every Sun-Thura. 10pm-1am
TODO FRANCIS
I loved you yesterday
I love you today..
II love you tomorrow...
But we" I be here tomorrow?'
I know the answer, do you?
Yours truly, BOUCHY-LOU!

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING
SEMESTER; THREE OTHER ROOMMATES.
APT NICE, BIG. LOCATED ON FIFTH CALL
363-9881 TODAY'
.
ROOMMATE NEEDED' CALL MIKE
354-8972. OR STOP BY 858 FRAZEE
APT 33 S112.SO/mo
VERY NICE APARTMENTi

To Iks brothers ol Lambda CM Alpha: In
regard to lite previous personal-our SINCEREST APOLOGIES. H wsanot directed
toward each ol you personally, but aa a
JOKE. Wa should neve apologized earlier,
but were scared when we realized how
seriously all ol you had taken It. You ara all
TRULY greet guyal LA.M.

NEEDED
1 FEMALE ROOMMATE FOR
SPRING SEMESTER FURNISHED APT 2
BATHROOMS GAS AND HEAT PAIO. CALL
364-8444.
t female to sublet Spring Semester
2 bdrm house, dose to campus
Cal 364-7828
Female roommate needed to subleeae apartment tor spring semester Located very close
10 campus In new Iwaang. 354-7677
Need 2-4 people to sublet 2 bdrm apt lor
Spring asm Close to campus Cat 354-7885.
besl otter 5pm.
One lerraMe roommate- Spring Semester
Approx. $115 00 a month includes phone
ft uBatles Cal 384-7492

'"USQ"'
COME VOICE YOUR OPINIONS AND IDEAS
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
MEETS EVERY TUESDAY AT 7 30 M 112
LIFE SCIENCE IF YOU NEED US, USE US!

TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
FOR E WOOSTER RESIDENCY WON SMOKERS CALL NOW 354-1318

MARKETING INTERNSHIP
Procter & Gamble
Six month assignment. Introduce new products, work teat markets,

institute couponing/advertising programs. Immediate supervisory
responsibilities. National travel. Will consider recent graduates,
aspiring graduate students It senior level undergraduates needing to
earn money to complete degree. Will consider any major. Must have
evidence of strong leadership skills in college organizations. Salary,
full expense account, company car.
JANUARY START, IMMEDIATE INTERVIEWS All applications
screened through National Register.
Call Rich Peck at (614) 890-1200.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

This Christmas 20,000 students, faculty & staff will need more Bowling Green shopping
information than in past years due to the late Fall Semester academic schedule. Students will
need to do most of their shopping in Bowling Green.

The "Friday" section will take on a special holiday look highlighted with red
and green ink and Yuletide feature stories.

1984 CHRISTMAS EDITION
Friday, pecember 7
Advertising Deadline: Wed., Dec. 5, 4 p.m.

Happy Holidays!

43

Lord, have
mercy on such

45
46
48
50
53

Cygnus
Full-grown
Served punch
Leaner
"Fortune is
— Aeschylus
Ottoman
Pollster a tally
Pulitzer winner
to* fiction 1958
Hindustani

55
56
62
63

DOWN
Fringe of hair
Reputation
Verdi heroine
Spots
Scuffle
Hunter of myth
Balletomane,
for one
6
the start
9 Government
count
lOGarbO
11 Wooden shoe
12 Final words
15 Hiberma. to
some
20 Ballroom dance
24 Escort
25 Humeneorg
26 - rule them
with
of
iron" Bib
27
plea
28 Historic
London theatre

FOR SALE
1978 Detaun 280 Z-29.000 meea Driven aa
summer car only. Al options except T-too and
sunroof 2 lone brown Asking $8,000 CsN
866-3893 or 888-7888
Must sal Camera Bra SBO
«JsoTi0esslB4l series with
Dynamic gold ahafts $410
Cal 352-4319
Oalertter Blender $8
Kitchens*! mixer SI 5
Cal 352 4224
1977 Cnevy Van Conversion Good condition
mgtl mesege. $3,700 287-3285.
1971 Ford Oaame. Good Condition High
Mesege. But rune wel. Clean Interior Asking
$275. Cal 354-8219.

FOR RENT

LUXUNOUS EFFICIENCY APT. FOR RENT
SPtOrlO SEMESTER JUST ONE BLOCK
FROM CAMPUS. SIM INCLUDES ALL UTILITIES. SMALL, BUT PRIVATE, NEW FRIDGE,
BUT NO STOVE. CAN USE HOT PLATE. OR
EAT ON CAMPUS. HALF FURNISHED. CORNER OF N. COLLEGE AND FRAZEE, A LOB
SHOT FROM TENNIS COURTS. CALL 2-2601
ANO ASK FOR MIKE. IF I'M NOT THERE
LEAVE NAME AND NUMBER.
Two female roommates needed to snare four
person apt. tor spring semester Rent le
$118 75 per person Cal Tem 354 8928
Male roommate neded spring semester
$125/mo . Includes al utMtes Cal 364-8402
after 8:00.
Moe 1 bdrm. apt tor rent Spring semester
Ctosstocompus S225fmo Cal 353-1295'
Need 1 A 2 female students to I* apta. 2nd
semester nesr campus lor fit or more tntorma-

son Cal 352-7365
Need 1 female student to Is house 2nd
semester Own room. 930 E. Wooater or Cal
352-7385
;
RENTING FOR IIIS4I YEAR
Two bdrm , turn. apt. Heel, water and cable
Li. hook-up paid by owner. sSaOlpersonM
people, flood tooMon! Cal 352-7112. Ask tor
Rich.
2/3 bdrm house lor rent Immedialely.
or 2nd asm Partial ufletlee
352-8992- Keep trying
Houses S Apartments
doss lo campus lor 85-86
school year 1-267-3341
2 bedroom apartment svaaabta on 3rd Street
Cal 352-4380

Think you're
pregnant?
Cenatnend
et Planned Parenthood

354-3540

le

51 Sound in the
West

52 Coliseum
54 Magnetic unit
57 Walked (on)
58 Biblical
measure
59 Father
60 Enthusiasm
61 Paving atone
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64 Zola
65 Maidstone s
county
66 "Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes
author
67 Thread Comb
form
66 Airline abbr
69 Nav officers
70 Dickens'
Little Nell

Female Models
Pay « negotiable
For more mtormetlon col 599-5246

VD Oujgnoeis • Inlerttrty Counseling
Fees ere basso on your income

30 Given
deal
33 Typechccr
Abbr
35 Building on the
Float
36 Cry ot revelry
37 Chump
39 Relinquish
41 Unworthy of
44 Marquee status
47 Actress Andress
49 Coming
50 Wager

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

EARN S400 TO S800 A WEEK WITH OUR
PROVEN ENVELOPE PROGRAM FROM
HOME. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSAERY? NO
OBLIGATION? FREE DETAILS
SEND
STAMPED ENVELOPE TO LAOUNAS P.O
BOX 25791, CHICAGO. IL 80625-0791

A» Metnode of earth Control
Pregnancy Tests ■ Pap lean

Kdiled b> Trade Michel Jaffe
ACROSS
1 Crow
6 Like Horaces
poetry
10 Brownies' assn
13 Goodbye, to
14 Across
14 Popular name
in Parts
15 City vehicle
16 Predicaments
17 A Karamazov
18 Olympian
cupbearer
19 Fundamental
21 College near
Windsor Castle
72 Alfred of
theater tame
23 Subs
25 Tammany
governor
29 Atelier prop
31 Malay vessel
32 Munich ouafi
34 Madison Ave
pros
38 Aper
40 Scurrilous
42 "There's
nothing like

HELP WANTED

One Female Roommate needed for Spring
semester $132 50 mo Unities Included Cal
353-1843.

WANTED

NEED YOUR ATTITUDE ADJUSTED?
Our regular Tuesday night prices
Wei rjrtreis - 46CHECK OUT OUR BEER PRICESI
Thai wi change your attitude
Mam Street

The Great Gift Wrap-Up
Begins in the Pages of

confirmed through fingerprints yesterday that the
girl in the hospital was Patricia Nocnan, not
Shawn lake.
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Everyday Lunch Special

S0UP,SALAD4BREAD

•1.75
Served 11 a.m-3 p.m.

